A Remedy for Taxpayer Giveaway to Unions
Time to Enforce Missouri Constitution’s Bar on Gifts to Private Parties
By Trey Kovacs

Use of taxpayer funds should be reserved for purely public purposes, not the private benefit of an individual, corporation, or association. Yet, a number of Missouri public employee unions receive a direct subsidy from the state or local government in the form of release time, a practice that allows public employees to conduct union business during working hours without loss of pay.

Fortunately, several provisions in Missouri’s constitution, known as “gift clauses,” ban government subsidies that primarily benefit private entities. Missouri’s constitution states: “The general assembly shall have no power to grant public money to any private person, association or corporation,” with limited exceptions in instances of “public calamity” and old age assistance. It also bars local governments from granting “public money or thing of value to or in aid of any corporation, association or individual.”

Paid release time place no obligation on government unions to provide anything in return to the public in exchange for the subsidy. Missouri state agencies commonly grant release time to unions as part of collective bargaining agreements (CBA). In general, activity conducted on release time includes preparing and filing grievances, engaging in political activity, negotiating contracts, and attending union meetings and conferences. (Permitted activity or the amount of release time granted to government unions varies from CBA to CBA.)

Activities performed on release time by public employees often conflict with taxpayers’ interests, and may even force taxpayers to fund political activity they oppose. For example, public employees on release time often lobby elected officials to support specific legislation. Public employee unions generally support more government spending, which leaves to more government hiring and more potential union members.

Release time works against the public interest in another way, as a recent Goldwater Institute report shows. When release time is used to negotiate contracts, “a public employee, being paid public wages, is negotiating for private benefits against another
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public body. When release time employees use release time to negotiate over wages and benefits, taxpayers are literally funding both sides of the negotiation with no seat at the table themselves.”

Overall, activity performed on release time serves the interests of unions. Unions should incur those costs, not taxpayers. But despite the constitutional restriction on granting public aid to private entities, Missouri state agencies, city governments, and public schools continue to provide release time to public-employee unions.

**Lack of Transparency.** The amount of time, cost, and activities performed on union release time at Missouri public employers is not easily available. The only way to discover the cost of the union subsidy is to submit public records requests. The Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI), submitted a number of public records requests to state agencies, city governments and public schools throughout Missouri.

A major finding of CEI’s public records requests is the lack of transparency and accurate recordkeeping surrounding the union subsidy. Overall, only a small minority of Missouri government employers could provide satisfactory responses to CEI’s public records requests.

For example, a collective bargaining agreement that covers the Missouri Department of Corrections and other agencies grants 1,200 hours of paid release time annually to the local union of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees Local. However, CEI could not obtain the department’s release time data because of a prohibitive fee—on which more later.

An overview of responses from Missouri government agencies follows.

**Failure to Track or Disclose Release Time Records.** Many Missouri government employers did not track release time records and could not provide the cost, amount or activity performed on release time. Another impediment is that some government officials determined that release time records are closed by law, even while others considered release time records open to the public.

The Grandview School District’s Custodian of Records response sums up this lack of proper record keeping. Not only did the Custodian of Records inform us that release time records are closed under the state’s Open Records Act, but that “the District does not maintain or possess any records responsive to this request. I am not aware of which agency, if any, that maintains records responsive to your request.”

In Kansas City, the Office of the City Manager responded that its legal department came to the decision that records related to a specific employee activity are closed under the Open Records Act. Further, city officials said they do not keep records pertaining to CEI’s request and “would not be able to state how many overall hours of union leave has been granted to employees.”
The City of Springfield records manager said the city could not fulfill CEI’s release time records request because the majority of union activity during work time is governed by informal practices throughout the city and is not tracked separately.\textsuperscript{7}

However, the Springfield Records Manager did send over the formal policy regarding release time. The City of Springfield Fire Department “Policies and Procedures” document provides release time for the International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF) Local 152’s President and Secretary-Treasurer to attend monthly union meetings and special business meetings. Other employees are allowed to attend union meetings providing other staff are available. Union officers may also use release time to attend grievance procedures, contract negotiations, and other special meetings.\textsuperscript{8}

Alarmingly, the IAFF President and Treasurer are able ignore their public duty to attend their meetings even if “manpower is not available on the shift, the officer in charge shall either call back someone of equal rank off duty to fill in during the absence, take the vehicle out of service, or make what arrangements are best for the conditions at the time to maintain fire protection coverage and allow the Union Officers to attend their meeting.”\textsuperscript{9}

In effect, the City of Springfield Fire Department release time policy allows for the possibility of a vehicle being taken out of service, resulting in a reduction in public safety services, so that union officers can attend a union meeting on the city’s dime.

**Missouri Government Employers Stall and Reject Public Interest Fee Waiver.** Another obstacle to obtaining release time records was Missouri public employers’ denial of CEI’s public interest fee waiver. Under Missouri’s Sunshine Law, the “public governmental body determines that waiver or reduction of the fee is in the public interest because it is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations or activities of the public governmental body.”\textsuperscript{10}

Making public both how tax dollars are spent and which activities public employees perform while on release time should fall within the above standard. CEI’s fee waiver was rejected by the Missouri Department of Corrections, Saint Louis Public Schools, and the City of Independence. Charges from the Saint Louis Public Schools and Department of Corrections were prohibitive.

Other agencies tried other stalling tactics, including overestimating the time and money required to release records and claiming more records were closed than actually were.

Saint Louis Public Schools calculated that our request would take 40 hours and 200 paper copies. At 10 cents per page and the $20 per hour to perform research, a pre-payment of $820 was required to obtain release time records.\textsuperscript{11}
The Department of Corrections initially claimed its union release time records were closed. Then upon informing the agency that other Missouri government employers found release time records were open under Missouri’s Sunshine Law, the department conceded and agreed to make the requested records available. However, the Deputy General Counsel responded that the Department of Corrections only recorded release time on handwritten slips and that the estimated cost to fulfill CEI’s request would be $22,030 and require 1,941 man-hours to complete.

Satisfactory and Partial Release Time Responses. Of the agencies that provided release time data, the majority could only partially fulfill CEI’s request.

At the City of St. Charles Fire Department, the agency provided the amount of release time granted along with the employee names and salaries, but did not track the activity performed. In total, employees were released to conduct union business for 121.5 hours in FY 2012 and 191.5 hours FY 2013, at a cost of $2,957.61 and $4,870.45, respectively.

Although the City of St. Charles tracked Fire Department release time, the Deputy City Clerk reported that the Police and Public Works Departments do not track release time separately and “have not been recording union business on daily schedules, therefore they have no record or names for union business.”

The Parkway School District also gave an incomplete response. It did not produce employees’ names or track release time use or costs incurred by one of its unions, the Parkway Nurses Association. It did release the following:

- During the 2011-2012 school year, the Parkway School District issued the Communication Workers of America (CWA) 20 days of release time at a cost of $2,489.76. Additionally, the school district paid $25,602 of the Parkway National Education Association (PNEA) president’s $87,300.00 salary.
- In 2012-2013, the Parkway School District granted 18 days of release time to CWA and PNEA, combined, at a cost of $4,260.66. During this school year, the Parkway School District paid $26,126 of the PNEA’s union president’s $89,100.00 salary.
- In 2013-2014, 23.5 days of release time were granted to CWA and PNEA at a total cost of $6,115.50. In addition, the Parkway School District paid $28,026 of the PNEA’s union president’s salary.

CWA and PNEA members spent most of their release time conducting partisan political activity or attending union meetings and conferences. For example, CWA was allotted 39 days of release time. Of those days, CWA members spent 31 of them participating in “Lobby Day, Jefferson City,” which is an event set up by the CWA and other public-employee unions to lobby legislators. On Lobby Day 2013, the CWA sent 10 members on release time to the state Capitol, where they lobbied legislators to vote against right to work and paycheck protection laws.
PNEA political activity on release time involved attending seven days of the National Education Association (NEA) Capitol Action Day, part of the union’s lobbying strategy.\textsuperscript{22} PNEA members on release time also attended the Missouri National Education Association (MNEA) Spring Rep Assembly,\textsuperscript{23} where union representatives from around the state discuss internal union business.\textsuperscript{24}

The Lindbergh School District provided all requested information. In 2012, employees spent 15 hours on release time at a cost of $929.68. In 2013, the union was granted 31.34 hours of release time at a cost of $1,942.21.\textsuperscript{25}

Lindbergh School District employees on release time also primarily engaged in political activity or attended union meetings including Capitol Action Days-Jefferson City, Missouri State Teachers Association (MSTA) Legislative Day, Regional Assembly for MNEA, Missouri State Teachers Association state convention, MSTA state convention, and MNEA Representative Assembly.\textsuperscript{26}

Another complete response came from the Northwest R-I School District. In 2013, the school district granted 57 hours of release time at a cost of $2,326.61. Mainly, the activity performed was related to union politics, such as participating in Capitol Campaign Day, MNEA Legislative Day, and Capital Action Day-Jefferson City.\textsuperscript{27}

**Overall Findings from Public Record Requests.** In general, Missouri government employers do not sufficiently track or maintain release time records. Of the reported activity conducted on release time, Missouri public employees on primarily engaged in partisan political activity or attended union conferences—undertakings that are completely unrelated to what they were hired to do.

The hours and cost of release time in Missouri obtained by CEI’s survey is just the tip of the iceberg. Many public employers do not track the cost of release time. Moreover, CEI’s survey of release time provisions in Missouri was not comprehensive and it is likely that many other Missouri public employers grant public-employee unions release time.

**Missouri’s Gift Clause Prohibits Subsidies.** Missouri’s constitution contains several provisions known as gift clauses that prohibit the state and local governments from granting public money or a thing of value to associations and corporations.\textsuperscript{28}

The state constitution prohibits any public expenditure to private entities “without regard to the purpose of the grant or loan. A proviso has been judicially grafted onto this and similar sections, however, which permits grants of public money to private entities if the grant is for a public purpose.”\textsuperscript{29}

The judicial rule created by Missouri courts to determine the validity of public expenditures is known as the “primary effect” test:
If the primary object of a public expenditure is to subserve a public municipal purpose, the expenditure is legal, notwithstanding it also involves as an incident an expense, which, standing alone, would not be lawful. But if the primary object is not to subserve a public municipal purpose, but to promote some private end, the expense is illegal, even though it may incidentally serve some public purpose.  

Under the primary effect test, the primary object of the public expenditure must be to promote a public purpose and a private entity may benefit from it only incidentally.

Release time is at conflict with the primary effect test. Government unions are the primary beneficiaries of release time and they use it to promote their own ends, not a public purpose. Only government unions benefit from lobbying legislators, attending union conferences, or any other activity performed on release time.

**Release Time Successfully Challenged in Arizona.** Release time has been successfully challenged and deemed an unconstitutional public expenditure under Arizona's gift clause, which reads:

> Neither the state, nor any county, city, town, municipality, or other subdivision of the state shall ever give or loan its credit in the aid of, or make any donation or grant, by subsidy or otherwise, to any individual, association, or corporation.

In 2011, the Goldwater Institute filed a lawsuit on behalf of taxpayer plaintiffs against the release time provisions in the contract between the City of Phoenix and the Phoenix Law Enforcement Association (PLEA), which cost taxpayers approximately $900,000 annually, according to the complaint.

Maricopa County Court Judge Katherine Cooper used a two-part analysis of public expenditures (used by the Arizona Supreme Court in *Turken v. Gordon*) to examine whether release time aided the private interests of government unions and is illegal public aid under the gift clause or serves a public purpose. Similar to Missouri’s primary effect test, in Arizona, (1) a public expenditure must promote a public purpose and (2) the public entity must receive proportionate, quantifiable and direct benefit for the aid given.

The court established the PLEA uses release time to advance the interests of its members only. Judge Cooper found that release time does not advance a public purpose and “diverts resources away from law enforcement.” She found that the benefits of release time accrue exclusively to police employees and that there is little to no accountability for how union release time is spent.

Because the labor contract between PLEA and the City of Phoenix does not require the union to perform any service in return for release time, the court held the
issuance of union release time does not meet either standard for a proper public expenditure under the state’s gift clause and is unconstitutional.

The Goldwater Institute’s lawsuit against release time provisions in the City of Phoenix contract is currently on appeal. Most recently, on January 24, 2014, Judge Cooper, ruling in favor of taxpayer plaintiffs, found release time unconstitutional. She enjoined the practice in the city’s contract with the police union and urged for the injunction to be applied to all other public unions in Phoenix.”

**Conclusion.** At a time when the demand for government services exceeds the resources available it is exactly when government should cut funding for activities that do not advance a public purpose. Under union release time, the government pays unions to lobby for higher compensation for their members, and thereby take as many resources from the taxpayers as possible. This is clearly unjust.

Under Missouri’s gift clauses taxpayers are authorized to file suit challenging this unnecessary government expense. Another option is for the Missouri legislature to prohibit the practice. Taxpayers have the tools to put an end to the government’s practice of giving away the resources of the state to private entities for private benefit. It is now time to act.
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